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De Navarra a Buenos Aires, 1580-1810. Por Susana R. Frias y Cesar A.

Garcia Belsunce. (Buenos Aires: Instituto Americano de Estudios Vascos,
1996. 238 pp. Graficos, cuadros, notas. Precio no disponible.)

De Navarra a Buenos Aires is a stellar example of the promise and
limitations of a modest revisionist movement within historical circles, namely
the growing awareness of the inadequacy of regarding all Old World-bom
protagonists in Latin American colonial history as the same. Iberian cultural
and linguistic reality is considerably more complex. Indeed, Catalans,
Valencians, Castilians, Basques,
Navarrese, Asturians, Galicians,
Extremadurans, and Andalusians, not to mention Canary Islanders, met and
commingled in the New World. Whether in the New World or the Old, the
various Iberian peoples were at times either allied protagonists or hostile
antagonists. It is therefore simplistic to regard the above-mentioned groups as
homogeneous architects of monolithic social, economic, and political
arrangements and policies.
Using Argentine archival and published secondary sources, Susana R.
Frias and Cesar A. Garcia Belsunce closely examine the lives of 156
Navarrese. The already small sample is further divided into those sixty
individuals who emmigrated to Argentina during the Hapsburg period (15501713) and the remaining ninety-six Navarrese who lived in the city of Buenos
Aires during the Bourbon period (1713-1810). The analytical part of the book
encompasses slightly more than fifty pages, while the remainder is dedicated to
noticias biograficas, or individual thumbnail biographies. The biographies vary
greatly in length and substance, depending on the economic success and/or
social prominence of the individual.
Strengths of this work include an excellent discussion of the
methodological difficulties inherent in prosopographic research. Delineation of
the genealogical connections that link together Navarrese and Basques into
wider extended families, as well as the ethnically configured business ties of

